
You have requested access to a copy of a report prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”) on 
JCDecaux’s delivery and reporting of UK digital Out-Of-Home campaigns for the three months ended 
30 September 2017 (the “report”). JCDecaux UK Limited (“JCDecaux”), to whom the report is 
addressed, has confirmed that a copy of the report may be provided to you. PwC* has consented to 
release of the report to you on condition that you accept and agree to the terms below. 

By clicking on the “I ACCEPT” button below, you confirm the following:  

I accept and agree for and on behalf of myself and the entity I represent (each a "recipient") that: 

1. PwC accepts no liability (including liability for negligence) to each recipient in relation to PwC’s
report.  The report is provided to each recipient for information purposes only.  If a recipient relies
on PwC’s report, it does so entirely at its own risk;

2. No recipient will bring a claim against PwC which relates to the access to the report by a recipient;

3. Neither PwC’s report, nor information obtained from it, may be made available to anyone else
without PwC’s prior written consent, except where required by law or regulation;

4. PwC’s report was prepared with JCDecaux's interests in mind. It was not prepared with any
recipient's interests in mind or for its use. PwC’s report is not a substitute for any enquiries that a
recipient should make. PwC’s report is based on historical information.  Any projection of such
information or PwC’s opinion or views thereon to future periods is subject to the risk that changes
may occur after the report is issued. For these reasons, such projection of information to future
periods would be inappropriate;

5. Any explanations that PwC may provide to any recipient in relation to the report are given on the
same bases as those relating to the provision of the report itself.

6. PwC will be entitled to the benefit of and to enforce these terms; and

7. These terms and any dispute arising from them, whether contractual or non-contractual, are
subject to English law and the exclusive jurisdiction of English courts.

* PwC refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, a limited liability partnership incorporated in
England (number OC303525), whose registered office is at 1 Embankment Place, London WC2N
6RH

I accept I don’t accept 
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About JCDecaux: 
JCDecaux is the number 1 Outdoor advertising company in the world, playing a major part in transforming 
urban landscapes across the globe. As the premium broadcast supplier in Out-of-Home media; JCDecaux is the 
only pure-play Outdoor media owner worldwide, delivering high-quality and innovative advertising solutions. It 
all started in 1964 when Jean-Claude Decaux, JCDecaux’s founder installed the first advertising bus shelters in 
Lyon, driven by his vision of creating a beautiful city financed through advertising revenues at no cost to the 
municipalities and taxpayers. A new advertising medium was born and, since then, the JCDecaux team has 
successfully transformed a French local Outdoor media company into one of the few global media owners, 
present in over 75 countries around the world. In the UK, JCDecaux is the number one supplier of advertising 
opportunities across Rail, Retail, Roadside and Airport environments, placing media where it matters. 
JCDecaux’s expertise and quality portfolios are industry-recognised as the company continues to invest and 
evolve the Out-of-Home market. At the forefront of Digital Out-of-Home, JCDecaux’s expanding portfolio 
provides advertisers with enormous creative opportunities and greater flexibility, allowing campaigns to be 
tailored and topical. 


About this report: 
JCDecaux has developed a proprietary OOH campaign planning platform SmartBRICs that allows authorised 
users to plan, book, manage, deliver and report on OOH advertising campaigns across its network of OOH 
properties. 


Our methodology is divided into seven sections: 


1) Input of campaign data into JCDecaux’s proprietary planning platform SmartBRICs 


(procedures i –iv)  


2) Transfer of data from SmartBRICs into the media player BroadSign (v – viii) 


3) Input of content and playout into BroadSign (v - viii) 


4) Transfer of BroadSign playout logs and hardware functionality logs back into SmartBRICs 


(ix – xi)  


5) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality issues (ix – xi) 


6) Application of audience ‘Route’ data to the delivered digital slots (xii – xv) 


7) Digital campaign reporting in SmartBRICs (xii – xv) 


 


The specific procedures (i) – (xv) that relate to these sections are set out in the black bold italics underline 


and summarised on pages 9-10. 


 


The methodology is under constant development as the digital landscape constantly evolves. 


 


About the assurance: 
To help demonstrate the integrity of our campaign process, we have appointed PwC  to provide independent 
limited assurance over our process for delivery and reporting of UK digital OOH campaigns for the three 
months ended 30 September 2017, using our proprietary SmartBRICs platform.  


Their independent limited assurance opinion is set out on the final pages of this document.  
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Directors’ Statement: 
As directors of JCDecaux UK Limited (the ‘Company’), we confirm that the accompanying description of 
procedures set out in our ‘Methodology’ (and as summarised in the third column on pages 9-10) fairly presents 
the procedures followed by the Company to meet its contractual commitments to customers in the delivery and 
reporting of UK digital out-of-home campaigns for our digital frames using our proprietary SmartBRICs 
platform (the ‘Campaign Process’) throughout the three months ended 30 September 2017.  
 
The Company’s directors are and shall remain responsible for this Directors’ Statement and for: 


 identifying and complying with relevant commitments made to customers in our Campaign Process; 
and 


 designing and applying an appropriate Methodology and procedures to deliver on those commitments. 
 


We confirm that for the three months ended 30 September 2017, we have followed our Methodology and 
applied the procedures described in the third column on pages 9-10. The description of procedures does not 
omit or distort information relevant to the Campaign Process but, as it is prepared to meet the common needs 
of a broad range of customers, it may not include every aspect of the services that each individual customer may 
consider important in its own particular environment. 


 


 


 


 


Signed:   Signed:  


 
Print: Mr. Philip Thomas  


 
Print: Mr. Spencer Berwin 


 
Role: Co-Chief Executive Officer  


 
Role: Co-Chief Executive Officer 


 
Date: 12 December 2017  


 
Date: 12 December 2017 


     


 


For and on behalf of the directors of JCDecaux UK Limited. 
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Methodology 
1) Input of campaign data into JCDecaux’s proprietary planning platform SmartBRICs  


SmartBRICs is JCDecaux’s proprietary campaign planning platform. SmartBRICs allows authorized users to 
plan, book, manage, deliver and report on OOH advertising campaigns across JCDecaux’s network of 
approximately OOH 3,300 digital frames. 


(The only exception is 40 frames located at the Canary Wharf site that are currently booked by a third party and 


delivered outside of the SmartBRICs platform.) 


A media plan by the client (advertiser or agency) for new advertising campaigns is received by JCDecaux’s 
campaign management team and the campaign is booked and confirmed in SmartBRICs as per the media plan. 


The planning of an advertising campaign within SmartBRICs relies on these key data inputs:  


(1) JCDecaux’s digital frame inventory availability tool StockManager;  


(2) Client data from JCDecaux’s customer relationship management (CRM) platform; and  


(3) An external third-party audience dataset, commonly referred to in the OOH industry as Route data. 


Route data (provided by Route Research Limited) is the UK’s OOH industry accepted and widely used audience 
dataset. 


SmartBRICs queries Route data and calculates the required digital slots that the media plan needs to deliver 
based on the media plan’s audience targeting requirement. 


(i) SmartBRICs queries StockManager to confirm that frames are available. 


There are a number of prohibited forms of advertising. Advertisers must comply at all times with the law and, 
save where expressly permitted by the landlord, shall not display content in any form of the following: 


 
1. Political e.g. lobby groups, pressure groups and political parties 
2. Religious bodies 
3. Content promoting betting and gambling 
4. Content promoting adult services including escort agencies and premium rate telephone 


numbers for adult chat services 
5. Content promoting weapons, weapon manufacturers and gun clubs 
6. Content promoting, encouraging or facilitating violence 
7. Content promoting the occult 
8. Content that is misleading, pornographic, defamatory, or that contain illegal, or otherwise 


actionable content under UK law 
9. Encourage or facilitate anti-social behaviour 


 
Note that the creative itself is reviewed as outlined in (v). 
 
(ii) SmartBRICs ensures that the frames selected from StockManager for a specific 


campaign booking are not in JCDecaux’s  prohibited list of frames for the relevant 


advertiser and advertiser brand category. 


Authorised users are able to manually filter frames by campaign requirements and related geographic areas and 
pick the frames they want in SmartBRICs. 


Frames are automatically selected by StockManager based on segmenting the targeted geographical area. A 
concept of best possible spread of frames across the selected area is applied to seek optimal coverage of the 
advertising campaign. 
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(iii) A final SmartBRICs media plan is generated and sent to the client (advertiser or 


agency) after the campaign targeting is entered into SmartBRICs for final approval. 


The campaign is set to the default status of ‘Option’ (reserved but not confirmed) in SmartBRICs until final 
approval is received by the campaign management team from the client.  


(iv) Once final approval is received from the client (advertiser or agency), the campaign 


management team will confirm the campaign in SmartBRICs where the status will be 


set to ‘Confirm’, locking out this particular frame inventory.  
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2) Transfer of data from SmartBRICs into the media player BroadSign; and  
3) Input of content and playout into BroadSign 
 
SmartContent is SmartBRIC’s campaign creative assignment and delivery platform. Information on the 
advertising campaign booked in SmartBRICs is replicated in SmartContent. 
 
BroadSign (provided by Broadsign International LLC) is an external third-party media player that provides and 
manages the media players behind JCDecaux’s network of digital frames and is ultimately responsible for 
displaying the creative content of advertising campaigns. 
 
Approximately half of all advertising campaign’s creative content is uploaded and assigned directly in 
SmartContent. The other half is uploaded directly into BroadSign without going through SmartContent. 
 
Campaign creative content is sent by the client to the campaign operations team. 


(v) The campaign management team, where appropriate, adjusts or moderates the 


creative content(s) to fit the digital display and deliver compliance with JCDecaux’s 


advertising guidelines before uploading and assigning the corresponding creative 


content(s) into the respective SmartContent or BroadSign campaigns. 


Please refer to procedure (ii) for full list of prohibited forms of advertising. 
 


(vi) Campaign management team verifies that at least one default creative content is 


uploaded into SmartContent or BroadSign and assigned to the campaign outlined and 


approved in the media plan. 


JCDecaux’s campaign management team members all have universal administration access to SmartContent to 
allow uninterrupted service support across campaigns. 


(vii) Change logs are captured within SmartContent and BroadSign to record an audit trail 


of all activities. 


BroadSign receives campaign information and creative content from SmartBRICs and SmartContent to know 
what creative content to play, when the content should be played and on which corresponding digital frame to 
play the content on. 


SmartBRICs passes campaign information as well as a ‘share-of-time’ file, detailing the time period over which 
the creative content should be displayed for each digital frame for each campaign to BroadSign. 


(viii) BroadSign assigns each campaign a unique digital campaign ID and combines it with 


the information received from SmartBRICs and SmartContent. This process aligns the 


campaign to the correct creative content, media player and the digital frame within 


SmartBRICs and is verified by the campaign management team against the approved 


media plan from SmartBRICs. If correct, the campaign is promoted to ‘live’ status. 
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4) Transfer of BroadSign playout logs and hardware functionality logs back into 
SmartBRICs; and 
5) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality issues 
 
BroadSign delivers the creative content based on the campaign information provided by SmartBRICs and 
SmartContent and stores the campaign delivery logs received from its network of media players.  


Campaign delivery confirmation relies on three key inputs:  


(1) Campaign level Proof of Play (PoP) from BroadSign to SmartBRICs; 


(2) Creative-level PoP from SmartContent to the SmartContent campaign report; and  


(3) Hardware fault reports from BroadSign. Hardware fault reports generated by BroadSign detail when a 


media player is faulty, the nature of the fault and the identity of the faulty media players. 


 


(ix) Campaign level PoP logs are generated by BroadSign and transferred into 


SmartBRICs.     


 


(x) Creative level PoP logs are generated by SmartContent and transferred to the 


SmartContent client portal. 


Damaged or destroyed digital frames, loss of power and loss of network connectivity are examples of faults that 
digital frames can experience. BroadSign and SmartContent will continue delivering and recording the media 
campaigns if the media player PC is still functioning, but if the screen hardware is not functioning the 
advertisement may not be physically seen.  


(xi) Hardware fault reports are generated by BroadSign to alert the JCDecaux UK 


Operations Incident Management team to hardware faults and to diagnose the nature 


of the hardware fault. 


Engineers are notified of the faulty digital frames and repairs will be arranged where required. The digital 
Performance (DP) team have access to real-time hardware reporting. They use this to determine the cause of 
errors in display assets, prioritise repairs and allocate tickets to the responsible team. When a ‘campaign 
affecting alert’ is detected, a ticket is allocated to inform the campaign management team of the ‘campaign 
affecting hardware player metric alerts’ (see list of alerts outlined below). 


Campaign-affecting hardware player metric alert description 


 


Alert status code Alert status description 


2 
This occurs if the monitoring agent is detecting a fully black image outputting from the player to 
screen 


8 
This occurs when all ad copy is completely overwritten by public notice manually pushed by the 
landlord  


9 This occurs if the service that schedules the ad copy is not running for (default) 2 minutes 


10 This occurs if the player cannot play the specific content 


11 This occurs if the player cannot find the specific ad copy file on the local drive 


12 
This occurs if the player is reporting the file should play for longer than the player has been 
instructed to 


13 
This occurs if the player is attempting to play content that has been specified to not play at that 
time as it is too old 


14 This occurs if the monitoring agent cannot read/see the log file 


15 
This occurs if the service that schedules the ad copy is not running for (default) 2 minutes and is 
supposed to play a specific file type ( inherently unstable file - Flash) 
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6) Application of audience ‘Route’ data to the delivered digital slots; and  
7) Digital campaign reporting in SmartBRICs 
 
Two reporting platforms are used to monitor, manage and report the delivery of each media campaign booked 
on SmartBRICs:  
 


(1) The campaign reporting portal; and 


(2) The campaign compliance dashboard. 


The campaign reporting portal is a reporting feature within SmartBRICs that provides the user with a highly 
granular visual representation of the campaign delivery. The campaign reporting portal matches share-of-time 
data in the BroadSign PoP logs with Route data to generate the delivered campaign impressions. 


(xii) All PoP logs are matched to campaigns in SmartBRICs based on unique frame and 


unique digital campaign IDs and include detailed breakdowns of the actual share of 


time achieved during the campaign. 


This forms the report that authorised users have access to in SmartBRICs. 


(xiii) Digital impressions delivered are calculated by applying the Route data against 


SmartBRICs’ achieved share of time data, as determined by the PoP logs. 


The campaign compliance dashboard is a reporting dashboard and is used by JCDecaux’s campaign 
management team to troubleshoot and identify campaigns that have not achieved its approved digital 
impression goals.  
 
Both the campaign compliance dashboard and SmartBRICs campaign reporting portal are used to report on 
campaign performance and troubleshoot issues in parallel to the hardware reporting process outlined in section 
(5). 
 


(xiv) The campaign compliance dashboard highlights and reports any under-delivering 


campaigns at a digital frame level using campaign level PoP logs from BroadSign. 


 


Any such campaigns under-delivered campaigns are investigated and resolved by the campaign 


management team by delivery of additional impressions and / or communication to client of under-


delivery. 


 


(xv) All delivered campaign impressions and frame allocations against media plan are 


reported completely and accurately, and fulfil contractual commitments to JCDecaux’s 


customers of our Campaign Process. 
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JCDecaux procedures* 


Procedure 
number 


Methodology section Procedure description* 


(i) 
Input of campaign data into JCDecaux’s 
proprietary planning platform - SmartBRICs 


SmartBRICs queries StockManager to check that frames 
are available. 


(ii) 
Input of campaign data into JCDecaux’s 
proprietary planning platform - SmartBRICs 


SmartBRICs ensures that the frames selected from 
StockManager for a specific campaign booking are not in 
JCDecaux’s  prohibited list of frames for the relevant 
advertiser and advertiser brand category. 


(iii) 
Input of campaign data into JCDecaux’s 
proprietary planning platform - SmartBRICs 


A final SmartBRICs media plan is generated and sent to 
the client (advertiser or agency) after the campaign 
targeting is entered into SmartBRICs for final approval. 


(iv) 
Input of campaign data into JCDecaux’s 
proprietary planning platform - SmartBRICs 


Once final approval is received from the client (advertiser 
or agency), the campaign management team will confirm 
the campaign in SmartBRICs where the status will be set 
to ‘Confirm’, locking out this particular frame inventory. 


(v) 
Transfer of data from SmartBRICs into the 
media player BroadSign; and 
Input of content and playout into Broadsign 


The campaign management team, where appropriate, 
adjusts or moderates the creative content(s) to fit the 
digital display and deliver compliance with JCDecaux’s 
advertising guidelines before uploading and assigning 
the corresponding creative content(s) into the respective 
SmartContent or BroadSign campaigns. 


(vi) 
Transfer of data from SmartBRICs into the 
media player BroadSign; and 
Input of content and playout into Broadsign 


Campaign management team verifies that at least one 
default creative content is uploaded into SmartContent 
or BroadSign and assigned to the campaign outlined and 
approved in the media plan. 


(vii) 
Transfer of data from SmartBRICs into the 
media player BroadSign; and 
Input of content and playout into Broadsign 


Change logs are captured within SmartContent and 
BroadSign to record an audit trail of all activities. 
 


(viii) 
Transfer of data from SmartBRICs into the 
media player BroadSign; and 
Input of content and playout into Broadsign 


BroadSign assigns each campaign a unique digital 
campaign ID and combines it with the information 
received from SmartBRICs and SmartContent. This 
process aligns the campaign to the correct creative 
content, media player and the digital frame within 
SmartBRICs and is verified by the campaign 
management team against the approved media plan from 
SmartBRICs. If correct, the campaign is promoted to 
‘live’ status. 


(ix) 


Transfer of BroadSign playout logs and 
hardware functionality logs back into 
SmartBRICs; and 
Identification of digital frame hardware 
functionality issues 


Campaign level PoP logs are generated by BroadSign and 
transferred into SmartBRICs. 


(x) 


Transfer of BroadSign playout logs and 
hardware functionality logs back into 
SmartBRICs; and 
Identification of digital frame hardware 
functionality issues 


Creative level PoP logs are generated by SmartContent 
and transferred to SmartContent client portal. 


(xi) 


Transfer of BroadSign playout logs and 
hardware functionality logs back into 
SmartBRICs; and 
Identification of digital frame hardware 
functionality issues 


Hardware fault reports are generated by BroadSign to 
alert the JCDecaux UK Operations Incident Management 
team to hardware faults and diagnoses the nature of the 
hardware fault. 
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(xii) 
Application of audience ‘Route’ data to the 
delivered digital slots; and Digital campaign 
reporting in SmartBrics 


All PoP logs are matched to campaigns in SmartBRICs 
based on unique frame and unique digital campaign IDs 
and include detailed breakdowns of the actual share of 
time achieved during the campaign. 


(xiii) 
Application of audience ‘Route’ data to the 
delivered digital slots; and Digital campaign 
reporting in SmartBrics 


Digital impressions delivered are calculated by applying 
the Route data against SmartBRICs’ achieved share of 
time data, as determined by the PoP logs. 


(xiv) 
Application of audience ‘Route’ data to the 
delivered digital slots; and Digital campaign 
reporting in SmartBrics 


The campaign compliance dashboard highlights and 
reports any under-delivering campaigns at a digital 
frame level using campaign level PoP logs from 
BroadSign. 


(xv) 
Application of audience ‘Route’ data to the 
delivered digital slots; and Digital campaign 
reporting in SmartBrics 


All delivered campaign impressions and frame 
allocations against media plan are reported completely 
and accurately, and fulfil contractual commitments to 
JCDecaux’s customers of our Campaign Process. 


 


* Procedures subject to independent limited assurance by PwC. 
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Independent assurance report to the directors of JCDecaux UK Limited for the delivery and 
reporting of UK digital Out-Of-Home campaigns for the three months ended 30 September 
2017. 


The Directors of JCDecaux UK Limited engaged us to perform an independent limited assurance engagement in connection 
with the scope described below and the procedures set out in the third column of the table on pages 9-10 of their report on 
JCDecaux’s delivery and reporting of UK digital Out-Of-Home campaigns for the three months ended 30 September 2017, 
using the SmartBRICs platform. 


Our conclusion 


Based on the results of our limited assurance procedures and the evidence we performed, nothing has 
come to our attention that causes us to believe that the attached procedures in the third column of pages 9-
10 are not fairly stated in all material respects for the three months ended 30 September 2017. 
 
This conclusion is to be read in the context of what we say below. 
 


Scope of our work  


We have performed a limited assurance engagement over the procedures set out in the third column of the table on pages 9-
10 (‘JCDecaux’s procedures’) within JCDecaux UK Limited’s methodology (the ‘Methodology’), which outlines JCDecaux’s 
delivery and reporting of UK digital Out-Of-Home campaigns for the three months ended 30 September 2017, using the 
proprietary SmartBRICs platform (the ‘Campaign Process’). 
 
Our work has been performed in accordance with the agreement between us dated 24 August 2017. 


 


Professional standards applied and level of assurance 


We performed our limited assurance engagement over JCDecaux’s procedures in accordance with International Standard on 
Assurance Engagements 3000 (Revised) Assurance Engagements other than Audits and Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.  
 


Our independence and quality control 


We complied with the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) Code of Ethics, which includes 
independence and other requirements founded on fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence 
and due care, confidentiality and professional behaviour. 
 
We apply International Standard on Quality Control (UK) 1 and accordingly maintain a comprehensive system of quality 
control including documented policies and s regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and 
applicable legal and regulatory requirements.  
 
Inherent limitations 


Our assurance procedures are limited to assessing the application of JCDecaux’s procedures within the Campaign process 
and are subject to the following inherent limitations: 


 We have tested the application of Route data to calculate delivered campaign impressions but we have not tested 
the integrity of the underlying Route data itself; 


 We have placed reliance on the integrity of the media player proof of play logs received from third party Broadsign; 
and 


 Our independent assurance report is based on historical information so any projections about the delivery and 


reporting of future UK digital Out-Of-Home campaigns would not be appropriate. 
 
Work performed 


Our limited assurance procedures primarily comprised: 


 making enquiries of JCDecaux UK Limited’s management; 
 examining the Methodology and JCDecaux’s procedures; 


 obtaining an understanding of the process and controls related to the activities in place to comply with the 
JCDecaux’s procedures; 


 assessing the adherence of JCDecaux’s procedures through testing a sample of 20 campaigns run within the three 
months ended 30 September 2017, and performing substantive testing: 


o confirming frames have availability for campaign booking (procedure i); 


o confirming campaigns adhere to exclusions and prohibitions outlined (ii); 


o confirming campaign data has been accurately booked in SmartBRICs and approved by customer based 


on contractual agreements (iii – iv); 
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o validating creative content has been appropriately reviewed by management (v – vi); 


o obtaining and reviewing manual campaign change logs (vii - viii); 


o confirming playout logs have been generated and accurately report the delivered impressions at a 


campaign and creative level (ix – x);  


o observing digital frame hardware reporting functionality (xi); 


o reperforming delivered impressions using Route and actual share of time datasets from specific proof of 


play logs (xii - xiii) ; and 


o confirmed that all campaigns were delivered and reported completely and accuarately (xiv – xv). 


 obtaining a written representation letter from management. 


 
A limited assurance engagement is substantially less in scope than a reasonable assurance engagement under ISAE 3000 
and involves less detailed testing.  


 


Directors’ responsibilities 
The directors of JCDecaux UK Limited are responsible for:  


 establishing an appropriate Methodology and specific procedures for their proprietary platform SmartBRICs; 


 designing, implementing and monitoring the policies, activities, processes and controls comply with the specific 
procedures; 


 their Report and Methodology, including the application of the procedures set out on pages 9-10; 
 supporting the Directors’ Statement with sufficient evidence, including documentation; and  


 the maintenance and integrity of JCDecaux UK Limited’s website. 
 


Our responsibilities 


We are responsible for: 


 planning and performing the engagement to obtain evidence to support our assurance conclusion; 


 forming an independent conclusion, based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have 
obtained, on the Directors’ Statement over their application of the procedures on pages 9-10; and 


 reporting our conclusions to the directors of JCDecaux UK Limited. 
 
We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our conclusion. 
 


Intended users and purpose 


This report is prepared for, and only for, the directors of JCDecaux UK Limited, and solely for the purpose of reporting to 
them on how they have applied JCDecaux’s procedures in pages 9-10 of the Methodology and no other purpose. We do not, 
in giving our conclusion, accept or assume responsibility (legal or otherwise) or accept liability for, or in connection with, 
any other purpose for which our report including the conclusion may be used, or to any other person to whom our report is 
shown or into whose hands it may come, and no other persons shall be entitled to rely on our opinion.  
 
We permit the disclosure of our report, in full only and in the company of the Directors’ Statement and Methodology, to 
enable the directors to demonstrate that they have discharged their governance responsibilities by commissioning an 
independent assurance report over the application of JCDecaux’s procedures within the Methodology, without assuming or 
accepting any responsibility or liability to any third parties on our part. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not 
accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the directors of JCDecaux UK Limited for our work or this report save 
where terms are expressly agreed and with our prior consent in writing.  


 


 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP  


Chartered Accountants  


London 


12 December 2017 


 







